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Part I: Unit Plan Template
Unit Title Should the Bill of Rights apply to everyone, equally, in all situations?
Teacher Unni Ferris, Liz Johnson, Erin Lee
Grade Level 11
Approximate Length of Unit 4 weeks

Unit Organizer
Students will be able to read and comprehend the US founding document the Bill of Rights in
order to compose an argument on the validity and practicality of the Amendments in modern
society.

Standards Addressed
Academic Expectations and Program of Studies
Standards – Common Core Standards linking high school to CUNY curriculum
Targeted StandardsW.11-12.1. Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive topics or texts,
using valid reasoning and relevant and sufficient evidence.
W.11-12.7. Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects to answer a question
(including a self-generated question) or solve a problem; narrow or broaden the inquiry when
appropriate; synthesize multiple sources on the subject, demonstrating understanding of the
subject under investigation.
W.11-12.8. Gather relevant information from multiple authoritative print and digital sources,
using advanced searches effectively; assess the strengths and limitations of each source in
terms of the task, purpose, and audience; integrate information into the text selectively to
maintain the flow of ideas, avoiding plagiarism and overreliance on any one source and
following a standard format for citation.
W.11-12.9. Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, reflection,
and research.
SL.11-12.1. Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-onone, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grades 11–12 topics, texts, and
issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly and persuasively
SL.11-12.3. Evaluate a speaker’s point of view, reasoning, and use of evidence and rhetoric,
assessing the stance, premises, links among ideas, word choice, points of emphasis, and
tone used.
SL.11-12.4. Present information, findings, and supporting evidence, conveying a clear and
distinct perspective, such that listeners can follow the line of reasoning, alternative or
opposing perspectives are addressed, and the organization, development, substance, and
style are appropriate to purpose, audience, and a range of formal and informal tasks.
L.11-12.4. Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and
phrases based on grades 11–12 reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range of
strategies
RI.11-12.1. Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support analysis of what the text

says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text, including determining where the text
leaves matters uncertain.
RI.11-12.3. Analyze a complex set of ideas or sequence of events and explain how specific
individuals, ideas, or events interact and develop over the course of the text.
RI.11-12.4. Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including
figurative, connotative, and technical meanings; analyze how an author uses and refines the
meaning of a key term or terms over the course of a text (e.g., how Madison defines faction in
Federalist No. 10).
RI.11-12.8. Delineate and evaluate the reasoning in seminal U.S. texts, including the
application of constitutional principles and use of legal reasoning (e.g., in U.S. Supreme Court
majority opinions and dissents) and the premises, purposes, and arguments in works of public
advocacy (e.g., The Federalist, presidential addresses).
RI.11-12.9. Analyze seventeenth-, eighteenth-, and nineteenth-century foundational U.S.
documents of historical and literary significance (including The Declaration of Independence,
the Preamble to the Constitution, the Bill of Rights, and Lincoln’s Second Inaugural Address)
for their themes, purposes, and rhetorical features.
Supporting Standards –
L.11-12.1. Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and
usage when writing or speaking.
RI.11-12.2. Determine two or more central ideas of a text and analyze their development over
the course of the text, including how they interact and build on one another to provide a
complex analysis; provide an objective summary of the text.
RI.11-12.6. Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in a text in which the rhetoric is
particularly effective, analyzing how style and content contribute to the power, persuasiveness
or beauty of the text.

What Do Students Have To Know and Be Able To Do in Order to Meet the Targeted
Standards?
Students will know:
- Textual evidence to support analysis
- Textual ambiguity
- Central ideas and development of them
(logical order/sequence)
- Vocabulary
- Seminal US text
- Constitutional principles
- Argument: claim/counterclaim
- Formal style/objective tone
- Democratic discussion
- Accountable talk guidelines
- Purpose/audience
- Context clues
- Preparation for adequate discussions

Students will be able to do:
- Cite textual evidence
- Support claims with analysis
- Make inferences
- Summarize/paraphrase texts
- Analyze text development
- Determine meaning of
words/phrases
- Evaluate reasoning
- Write arguments
- Utilize evidence to support claim
- Conduct research
- Gather relevant information
- Synthesize multiple sources
- Expand upon ideas of others
- Participate in collaborate
discussions

Essential/Guiding Questions –
1. Why is the Bill of Rights an essential document in modern society?
2. How do speakers and writers make strong arguments?
3. What strategies do good readers use to persevere and make sense of difficult texts?
4. Should the Bill of Rights apply to everyone, equally, in all situations?
Summative/End of Unit Assessment -

Performance Task Argumentative Debate (see attached)
Students will orally debate using argumentative protocols the essential question: Should the Bill
of Rights apply to everyone, equally, in all situations? Students will work with a partner to
compose argument and in groups of four to debate in front of class.

Scoring Criteria
See Rubric (attached)

Entry-level Assessment –
See first lesson (attached)
Read a short article demonstrating justification/restriction of 1st Amendment rights. Respond in
writing to three questions:
1. Should first amendment rights always be protected, equally and to everyone? (claim)
2. Use evidence from article and personal knowledge/experiences in order to support your
claim. (evidence)
3. What do you think people who disagree with you might say about the first amendment?
(counterclaim)

Type of Assessments—
Assessment

Anecdotal records
Class discussions
Conferences and interviews
End of unit tests (including MC and
OR)
Journals, learning logs
Performance events
Performance tasks
Projects
Running records
Selected and/or constructed
responses
Self-assessment/reflection
Student revision of assessment
answers
Student work folder

Learning target Write F for Formative
aligned to
an S for Summative
assessment
(may be both)
Y
F
S
Y
F
S
N
N/A
Y
F

Other: _______________________

Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y

Daily
Daily
N/A
Once

S
S
S
N/A
F

2-3x/wk
Once
Once
Once
N/A
2-3x/wk

Y
Y

F
F

Once
Weekly

N

N/A

N/A

______

F

How
Often?

______

______

______

Learning Experiences-

See attached lesson plans.
-

Close readings
Graphic organizers to scaffold claims
Quick-writes/journals
Accountable talk discussions
Silent debate
Turn & talk
Peer evaluations
Paraphrasing exercises

Unit Sequencing- Approximately 4 weeks/21 days
Lesson 1: Pre-assessment/presentation of unit/performance task. (Lesson 1-included)
Lesson 2: Close reading of 1st amendment (whole class) (Lesson 2-included)
Lesson 3&4: Bill of Rights jigsaw: (text, paraphrase, examples in modern society,
vocabulary breakdown, opinion, questions about amendments)
Lesson 5: Gallery walk of jig-sawed amendments (post-its/GO)

Lesson 6: Watch debate for argument format. Revisit performance task/rubric. Use
rubric to evaluate speakers.
Lesson 7: Vetting sources: Compare/contrast video vs. article vs. blog (Lesson 3included)
Lesson 8: Address EQ/Unit Title. Read article on cell phone/4th amendment.
Lesson 9: Build debate to answer EQ. Small group read of 5 articles.
Lesson 10&11: Class discussion, chart to vet out evidence for debate.
Lesson 12: Choose stance on argument topic. Work with partner to establish claim
and compose opening argument.
Lesson 13: Identify evidence to support claim.
Lesson 14: Create rebuttals for partners’ counterclaims.
Lesson 15: Closing arguments.
Lesson 16: Work period. Partners align debates to rubric.
Lesson 17: Peer edit/align to rubric.
Lesson 18-20: Debate days. Video for class. Classmates grade using rubric.
Lesson 21: Reflection day. Re-give day 1 assessment.

Resources/Tools
The majority of the resources below where used to support students’ preparation for the Final
Performance Task Argumentative Debate.
Print Texts:
Bustillo, M., Banjo, S., & Audi, T. (2012, July 21). Theater Rampage Jolts Nation. The Wall
Street Journal. Retrieved from
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444464304577538292604705890.html
Gun Control Doesn’t Reduce Crime, Violence, Say Studies. (2004, December 30). WND.
Retrieved from http://www.wnd.com/2004/12/28253/
Guns and Gun Control. The New York Times. Retrieved from
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/subjects/g/gun_control/index.html
Schmadeke, S., Walberg, M., & Grimm, A. (2012, August 1). Peterson judge halts testimony
after defense seeks mistrial. The Chicago Tribune. Retrieved from
http://articles.chicagotribune.com/2012-08-01/news/ct-met-drew-peterson-trial-080220120802_1_drew-peterson-murder-peterson-case-new-jury
U.S. Const. amend. I-X.
U.S. Gun Laws: A History. (2008, June 26). National Public Radio. Retrieved from
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=91942478
Voccio, C. (2012, August 1). Right to keep and bear arms helps limit government.
TaftMidwayDriller.com. Retrieved from
http://www.taftmidwaydriller.com/article/20120731/NEWS/120739975
When GPS Tracking Violates Privacy Rights. (2012, September 22). The New York Times.
Retrieved from http://www.nytimes.com/2012/09/23/opinion/sunday/when-gps-trackingviolates-privacy-rights.html?_r=0
Winkler, A. (2011, September). The Secret History of Guns. The Atlantic. Retrieved from
http://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2011/09/the-secret-history-of-guns/8608/

Internet Videos:
Aurora Colorado Shooting And Gun Control (The Point - Full Episode) [video file]. Retrieved
from http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=akAWkFWiRa4
GUN CONTROL 2012_ OBAMA vs ROMNEY [video file]. Retrieved from
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GwXrVzsBeJM&feature=related
Rapper Ice-T on Guns and the 2nd Amendment - GUN CONTROL ICE T 2012 [video file].
Retrieved from http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jPMfWqLhFGU&feature=fvwrel
Sample Debate Video [video file]. Retrieved from
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mi_CSGZqOCM

Reflection
After teaching the unit, reflect on the strengths and weaknesses of the lessons, activities and assessments.
How can I make the unit more effective?

The unit as a whole was successful in teaching the process of debate, vetting sources, and reading of
nonfiction. After completion of the unit it was apparent that the essential question about the Bill of
Rights was too general and many students had the same sources of information. The lines of the
argument were blurred. When I reteach the unit, I will define the unit task to whether or not a specific
amendment should be applicable to everyone. By limiting to one amendment, students will hopefully
be clearer and have richer debates.
The first lesson was extremely detailed and successful for introducing the unit and engaging student
interest. The close reading developed a strategy my students used throughout the unit and set the
tone for approaching nonfiction texts.
My assessments remained the same as planned. Debates were successful. Students were nervous
and did not like the form of assessment because it was out of their comfort zone, but once nerves
were calmed, they were very successful. Having a group project was difficult as a performance task
because some students do not equally participate, others were absent and it was difficult to monitor
the final product. Students did not like working and being accountable with someone else. I think it is
an important skill and that the accountability is necessary. This could possibly be another teachable
point for students throughout the unit.
All in all I feel the unit was successful. I will change and lessen the amendments in the future, but the
unit ideas were an engaging way to teach a somewhat difficult reading for students. It was an
enjoyable process for the students and myself.
Questions for Reflection:







What worked well and how do I know this?
What lessons/activities do I need to revise?
Why? How?
How did my assessments
(formative/summative) guide/alter my
instruction?
Should/Could I involve other teachers in this
unit (cross-content connections)?
Are there any additional resources I need to
include?
What might I do differently next time?

Lesson Plans
Date:

(Including Pre-Assessment)

Lesson Topic/Focus: Pre-Assessment, Reading and Interpreting the First
Amendment in Context of a Current Event
Lesson Essential/Guiding Question(s):
What actions, decisions and behaviors are protected by the first amendment of
the Constitution?
Should the rights of all individuals be protected equally 100% of the time?

Estimated duration of lesson:
1 to 2 45-60 minute class periods:
Template Key:
Constant/ Should not be differentiated.

May be/Should be differentiated.

Targeted Lesson Standards: Which unit standards are the focus of the lesson?:
WS.11-12.1a-e,
RI.11-12.1
Academic Expectations:
1. Read, summarize and analyze the First Amendment
2. Read and summarize a brief description of the Wikileaks controversy
3. Write a short argument in favor or against Wikileaks with direct citation from
the first amendment and the controversy summary.

Enduring Knowledge & Understandings:
1. The US Constitution and it’s Bill of
Rights grants people with certain
rights.
2. Protecting the rights of the
individual may come at cost of the
safety and well being of many.

Skills and Concepts:
Read, write, summarize citation, analyze,
claim and counterclaim, support with
evidence

Supporting Standards:
RI.11-12.4, 8
L.11-12.1

Assessment Plan for lesson
Core Content for Assessment:

Bill of Rights: 1st Amendment—close reading and analysis
Writing of an argument

Examples of formative/summative assessments: (Check all that apply)
Pre-Assessment aligned with learning
targets
Anecdotal Records
Students monitor progress to reaching
learning targets
Students using feedback to set goals
Journals/Learning log
Portfolios
Projects
Students revise assessment answers
On-Demand
Writing Portfolio Tasks
Performance Tasks/Events
Other:

Running Record
Class discussions
Conferences and interviews

x
x

x

Rubrics and/or Scoring guides
Self-Assessment/Reflection
Performance tasks
Selected and/or constructed
responses
Open Response
Oral Examination
Multiple Choice/Selected Response
Essay

Alignment to Summative/End of Unit Assessment
As a pre-assessment of the skills emphasized in this unit, this initial lesson is
fully aligned to the end of unit assessment.

Learning Targets
Students Will Know……
1. The first amendment protects an
individual’s right to speech,
press and religion.

Students Will Be Able To Do…..
1. Read and understand the first
amendment
2. Read a brief description of the

2. Protecting the rights of the
individual may not be in the best
interest of the grater populous.

WikiLeaks controversy
3. Form and claim and write an
organized defense of that claim
complete with cited evidence.

Student Friendly Learning Target(s):
1. Read the first amendment and summarize it using your own words.
2. Read about the WikiLeaks controversy and form and claim in regards to
what you have read.
3. Write a 3-5 paragraph essay stating your claim and support it with evidence
from what you have read.

Lesson Overview:
Students will begin this lesson by participating in an opening discussion about the Bill of
Rights, its contents and purpose in order to cull prior knowledge and ignite thought. This
discussion will be followed by a pre-assessment experience where students will read the
first amendment and current event that calls into question the validity of maintaining
individual rights. They will use these two readings to construct a writing response that
will be collected and used for base-line data.

Day 1 of 1 day lesson.
Lesson Detail: Detailed description of lesson includes:
1. Assessment/assessment task

 How do you determine if lesson learning targets have been met)

Students will be asked to respond in written essay format to the following
prompt…
Should the first amendment rights of Julian Assange, the director of
WikiLeaks, be honored? What evidence do you have to support your
claim? What claim(s) would those who disagree with you state, and what
evidence would they use?
In your response, please be sure to…
 Clearly state your claim,
 Clearly state your reasoning for making this claim and
supply evidence.
 Clearly state opposing claims and provide some possible
evidence.

2. Activating prior knowledge/Connections to previous instruction:

 How will I activate prior knowledge students may have about new learning or make a connection to
previously taught concepts, skills, knowledge?
 What have students learned in the past that relate to the lesson’s learning target(s)?



Students will begin class by completing the following table on
an entrance slip

What rights do you believe you have as an American citizen? Where
did you learn about these rights, and why are they important?
Right




Where did I
learn/hear about
this right?

Why is it important
to me?

After completing the entrance slip, students will engage in a
whole class discussion about their responses.
Teacher will chart the discussion, culling prior knowledge in a
chart that will be posted for the duration of the unit.

3. Instructional delivery
 What learning experiences will you use to involve students and ensure they reach the lesson learning



targets?
What procedures/steps will you use? How will you trigger prior knowledge?
How ill you adapt activities/procedures to meet individual student needs?







Teacher will present the student with the prompt they will be
responsible for answering. The class will do a read through
together to clarify the task for all students.
Teacher will distribute the readings and writing materials to
students.
Students will independently read, annotate and summarize the
texts.
Students will independently draft a response to the writing
prompt.

NOTE: Due to the pre-assessment nature of this task, it is important that
students experience this task with little to no scaffolding in order to supply
the teacher reliable base line data. Some scaffolding has been provided in
the student materials.
4. Resources
 What resources and materials will I need to teach this lesson?

1. First amendment reading and graphic organizer
2. WikiLeaks reading and organizer

3. Paper and writing tool
4. Entrance slip
5. Wrap-up/Student Reflection






How do you bring closure to your lesson, relating it to today’s learning target(s)?
How do you help students synthesize today’s lesson as related to the lesson learning target(s)?
How will students determine where they are in meeting the lesson learning target(s)?
How will you help students understand and reflect on their learning of this lesson so that they may
continue to grow academically?

Students will turn in the pre-assessment documents and they will be
revisited throughout the unit and in a final reflection piece and the end of
the unit.
During subsequent revisits to this work students will look for and refine…




Their interpretations of the first amendment via their analysis of its
language and author word choice.
The coherence argument style and organization of supporting
evidence
Their understanding and validation of possible counterclaims via the
use of supporting evidence and analysis

Directions: Complete the chart by answering the following question:

What rights do you believe you have as an American citizen? Where did you
learn about these rights, and why are they important?
Right

Where did I learn/hear about this
right?

Why is it important to me?

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the
people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances.1

Important Words and
Phrases

1

U.S. Const. amend. I.

Words I’m Not Sure
About

In MY Own Words, I
Think This Says…

Name:

Date:

English 11

Angley/Lee
Unit Two: Pre-Assessment

Directions:
1. Read and annotate the following article for comprehension.
2. Should the first amendment rights of Julian Assange, the director of WikiLeaks, be honored? What
evidence do you have to support your claim? What claim(s) would those who disagree with you
state, and what evidence would they use?
In your response, please be sure to…




Clearly state your claim
Clearly state your reasoning for making this claim and supply evidence
Clearly state opposing claims (counterclaims) and provide possible evidence

__________________________________________________________________________________________
WikiLeaks and Julian Assange
WikiLeaks is an international, online, self-described not-for-profit organization publishing submissions of
private, secret, and classified media from anonymous news sources, news leaks, and whistleblowers. Julian
Assange, an Australian Internet activist, is generally described as its founder, editor-in-chief, and director.2
The group has released a number of significant documents which have become front-page news items. Early
releases included documentation of equipment expenditures and holdings in the Afghanistan war and
corruption in Kenya In April 2010.3 WikiLeaks published gunsight footage from the 12 July 2007 Baghdad
airstrike in which Iraqi journalists were among those killed by an Apache helicopter, known as the Collateral
Murder video. In July of the same year, WikiLeaks released Afghan War Diary, a compilation of more than
76,900 documents about the War in Afghanistan not previously available to the public.4 In April 2011,
WikiLeaks began publishing 779 secret files relating to prisoners detained in the Guantanamo Bay detention
camp.5
While supporters of Julian Assange and WikiLeaks claim that organization and its founder are protected by the
First Amendment, others claim that its publication of confidential U.S. government documents have put
American lives at risk.

2

About: What is Wikileaks?. Retrieved August 24, 2012 from http://wikileaks.org/About.html.
Channing, J. (2007, September 9). Wikileaks Releases Secret Report on Military Equipment. The New York Sun. Retrieved from
http://www.nysun.com/foreign/wikileaks-releases-secret-report-on-military/62236/
4
Associated Press. (2010, August 7). WikiLeaks to publish new documents. MSNBC. Retrieved from
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/38606166/ns/us_news-security/t/wikileaks-publish-new-documents/#.UPmKE6xsKSo
5
Leigh, D., Ball, J., & Burke, J. (2011, April 24). Guantanamo leaks lift lid on world’s most controversial prison. The Guardian
(London). Retrieved from http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2011/apr/25/guantanamo-files-lift-lid-prison
3

Lesson Topic/Focus: A Close Reading of the Bill of Rights
Lesson Essential/Guiding Question(s):
1) What rights are protected by the first 10 amendments and who does those
rights belong to?
2) Why is it important to closely read the amendments when trying to
understand them?

Estimated duration of lesson:
2-4 45-minute class periods.
Template Key:

Constant/ Should not be differentiated.

May be/Should be differentiated.

Targeted Lesson Standards: Which unit standards are the focus of the lesson?
L.11-12.1
SL.11-12.1
RI.11-12.4, 8, 9
Academic Expectations:





Students silently read, then the teacher reads aloud the text of the Bill of Rights and
its Preamble while students follow along
Students work individually to translate sections of the Preamble into their own words
and to share their work in pairs before sharing summaries with the whole class)
Students answer guiding questions regarding the preamble (multiple entry points:
discussion types—pairs, groups, whole class, parallel teaching)

Enduring Knowledge & Understandings:

Skills and Concepts:

A close reading of the amendments will
lead to a better understanding of their
meaning, allowing students to build an
independent interpretation of the
document

Read, interpret, analyze, cite, discuss,
respond, listen, articulate.

Supporting Standards:
SL.11-12.3

Assessment Plan for lesson
Core Content for Assessment:

A spoken and written understanding of the first 10 amendments, which students
can substantiate with evidence from the document.

Examples of formative/summative assessments: (Check all that apply)
Pre-Assessment aligned with learning
targets
Anecdotal Records
Students monitor progress to reaching
learning targets
Students using feedback to set goals
Journals/Learning log
Portfolios
Projects
Students revise assessment answers
On-Demand
Writing Portfolio Tasks
Performance Tasks/Events
Other:

Running Record
x

x

Class discussions
Conferences and interviews
Rubrics and/or Scoring guides
Self-Assessment/Reflection
Performance tasks
Selected and/or constructed
responses
Open Response
Oral Examination
Multiple Choice/Selected Response
Essay

Alignment to Summative/End of Unit Assessment
This lesson, and other close reading lessons that cover the amendments, aim to
help students become independent with the language of the document. This
independence will allow the students to build their own understanding and
interpretation of the document, which is a crucial skill for the final assessment;
the debate.
Lesson Overview:



Students silently read, then the teacher reads aloud the text of the Bill of Rights
and its Preamble while students follow along
 Students work individually to translate sections of the Preamble into their own
words and to share their work in pairs before sharing summaries with the whole
class)
Students answer guiding questions regarding the preamble (multiple entry points:
discussion types—pairs, groups, whole class, parallel teaching)

Lesson Detail: Detailed description of lesson includes:

Section Activities
SECTION 1 Amending the Constitution: Protecting the Rights of the Individual
(1-2 days)
1. Students first read the Bill of Rights and its Preamble silently.
2. The teacher then reads the text our loud to the class and students follow along in
the text
3. After listening, students re-read the Preamble to the Bill of Rights and translate
the “THE” section into their own words.
4. The teacher asks the class a small set of guiding questions about the “THE”
paragraph, students discuss the questions in small groups and then as a whole
class
5. After discussion, students rewrite their translations
6. Wrap up
7. Student submission of journal responses and teacher feedback (overnight)

1.

Teacher introduces the
text and students read
independently

The idea here is to plunge students into an independent encounter
with this short text. Refrain from giving background context or
substantial instructional guidance at the outset. It may make sense to
notify students that the short text is thought to be difficult and they
are not expected to understand it fully on a first reading--that they
can expect to struggle. Some students may be frustrated, but all
students need practice in doing their best to stay with something
they do not initially understand. This close reading approach forces
students to rely exclusively on the text instead of privileging
background knowledge, and levels the playing field for all students
as they seek to comprehend the Bill of Rights and it’s Preamble in
its original form.
*Note: to support struggling readers, formatting changes such as spacing,
text type and color are encouraged.

2.

Teacher reads the text
out loud as students
follow along

Listening to the Bill of Rights is another excellent way to initially acquaint
students with its powerful purpose. After students have an opportunity
to silently read the text, read aloud the articles slowly and methodically,
allowing students to follow the civil rights identified in the document. Do
not attempt to translate the text for the students by providing
background information or context, but rather carefully speak the words
clearly to the class, being sure to follow punctuation and rhetorical clues.
Reading out loud with students following along improves fluency while
offering all students access to this complex text. Accurate and skillful

modeling of the reading provides students who may be dysfluent with
accurate pronunciations and syntactic patterns of English. This step can
be repeated as necessary, particularly in small groups.
3.

Students translate the
text of the “THE”
paragraph into their
own words in one or
more sentences

This is the second independent activity, in which students attempt to
understand on their own the “THE” paragraph. The aim here for students
is not to summarize, but to paraphrase, to put it in their own words.
Students should write no more than a couple of sentences. In order for
students to accomplish a task like this successfully, they will need practice
in focusing and writing independently. The aim is not to have them ask
questions but do what they can on their own.

4.

Teacher guides discussion of the “THE” paragraph of the Preamble.

Central Concern #1 for guided discussion:
According to the second paragraph/sentence, what changes to the constitution is congress suggesting
and why?
This first central concern aims to guide students to recognize the Bill of Rights as part of the constitution
itself. Furthermore, careful analysis of this paragraph provides the reading with some justifications for
these additions. These components will help students to begin to build an complex understanding of the
Constitution as a document that not only outlines the duties of a government, but also, provides rights
to the individual. In this one complex sentence the reader is provided with the, “whom, what, when,
where and why”, of the document.
Guiding Questions and Academic Vocabulary
Text Under Discussion:
Conventions of a number of the States, having at the time of their adopting the Constitution, expressed
a desire, in order to prevent misconstruction or abuse of its powers, that further declaratory and
restrictive clauses should be added: And as extending the ground of public confidence in the
Government, will best ensure the beneficent ends of its institution.
Guiding Questions
Instructional Commentary
a. What is meant by the term “conventions”?
The document tells us that they are “of the States” meaning that each individual state must have a
convention. Conventions “expressed” and “adopted”. Upon identifying these actions students should be
able to deduce that conventions are made up of people, they may infer based on background
knowledge of American government that these people are representatives.
b. What is meant the terms “misconstruction” and “abuse of powers”?
The document states, “abuse of its powers”, and uses the pronoun it, to identify the Constitution,
meaning that the document provides some with power and that misconstruction an lead to the abuse of
that power
c. What desire did the states express and why?
The states expressed the desire to add declaratory and restrictive clauses in order to prevent abuse.
Based strictly on the use of the word “add” it is possible to understand that the states wanted to make
additions to the constitutions. Discussion will help students to understand that these additions are
called clauses, and that the purpose of them is to restrict the document and prevent abuse of power.
d. In the final words of the sentence ‘extending the ground of public confidence…ensure the beneficent
ends of its institution’, what do the states hope to achieve with the addition of the Bill of Rights?
By building public confidence in the document via providing a limit to it, the writers ensure public buy-in
into the document, which increases its effectiveness and longevity. By ensuring the beneficent ends” it
ensures that the use of the document results in a positive end.

SECTION 2 – The Amendments
Section Two Activities—1st Amendment
1. The teacher sets the scene for Bill of Rights: conducts brief discussion of
the Preamble based on previous class work.
2. Students read independently the first amendment.
3. The teacher reads the text of the first amendment out loud to the class
and students follow along.
4. Students translate the first amendment into their own words.
5. Next, the teacher asks the class a small set of guiding questions about
the first amendment.
6. Students revise their translation of the amendment.
7. Wrap up.
Teacher guides the discussion of the first amendment
Central Concern #1 for guided discussion:
What basic rights does the first amendment protect and to whom is this protection
guaranteed?
Most students will have some prior knowledge about the first amendment and many will
associated it with freedom of speech. The objective of this first central concern is to help
students build a complete understanding of all of the rights protected by this amendment.
Additionally, this central concern continues to build the concept of the “people” that the
document relies on, but may not be explicit.
Text Under Discussion

Guiding Questions

Instructional Commentary

Congress shall make
no law respecting an
establishment of
religion, or prohibiting
the free exercise
thereof; or abridging
the freedom of
speech, or of the
press; or the right of
the people peaceably
to assemble, and to
petition the
Government for
redress of
grievances.1

a. Whose power
does this
amendment limit
and in what way(s) is
it limited?

The document states that “congress shall make
no law”, explicitly stating that there are limits
to the types of prohibitive laws this branch of
government can make. It may be important to
begin discussions around the branches of
American Government and that
amendments/limits are not inclusive of all
branches. A discussion about the purpose of
laws can be facilitated, and the concept of
tyranny introduced.

1

U.S. Const. amend. I.

Text Under Discussion

Guiding Questions

Instructional Commentary

“respecting an
establishment of
religion, or prohibiting
the free exercise
thereof;”

b. What is the
relationship between
the words
establishing and
prohibiting.

The documents parallel structure surrounding
the word religion identifies that a citizen’s
religious rights are protected in two major
ways. The technical writing within the amend
may be changeling for many students and
returning to the text frequently as it is
discussed will helps students to make sense of
familiar words used in an unfamiliar context.

“abridging the
freedom of speech, or
of the press;”

c. What does the
word abridging
mean?

“the right of the
people peaceably to
assemble, and to
petition the
Government for
redress of
grievances.”

d. The word
peaceably is of
particular
importance, why?

By focusing on the word peaceably students
will focus in on the word assemble and build
meaning around the both the possible need for
assembly by the people as well as defining
what is lawful assembly.

Section Two Activities—2nd Amendment
1. The teacher sets the scene for Bill of Rights: conducts brief discussion of
the Preamble based on previous class work.
2. Students read independently the second amendment.
3. The teacher reads the text of the second amendment out loud to the
class and students follow along.
4. Students translate the second amendment into their own words.
5. Next, the teacher asks the class a small set of guiding questions about
the first amendment.
6. Students revise their translation of the amendment.

Teacher guides the discussion of the second amendment
Central Concern # 1 for guided discussion
What is being protected by the second amendment and who is protected?

Text Under
Discussion

Guiding Questions

Instructional Commentary

A well-regulated
Militia, being
necessary to the
security of a free
State, the right of the
people to keep and
bear Arms, shall not
be infringed.2

a. In the context of
amendment two, who
are the “people” the
authors refer to?

The document protects the “people”; however,
it is necessary to identify who the “people”.
The first statement of the amendment
indicates that the people are part of a wellregulated militia, whose purpose it is to ensure
security of the a free “State”.

c. Why is the word
free of particular
importance?

Because the word free is associated with the
word State, it helps to build a specific
understanding of when and why this protection
becomes necessary.

b. The words State,
Militia and Arms are
capitalized, why?
What impact does this
have on the meaning
of the word people?

2

U.S. Const. amend. II.

The capitalization of these words shows us that
the rights of the individual to own weaponry is
not protected, but rather the rights of an
organized group, namely a Militia whose use of
Arms is in direct service to the State (country),
so long as the State is identified as “free” by
the people

Resource:
The following open source resource is from achievethecore.org and can also be found at
http://www.achievethecore.org/steal-these-tools/text-dependent-questions

A Guide to Creating Text Dependent Questions for Close Analytic
Reading
Text Dependent Questions: What Are They?
The Common Core State Standards for reading strongly focus on students gathering
evidence, knowledge, and insight from what they read. Indeed, eighty to ninety percent
of the Reading Standards in each grade require text dependent analysis; accordingly,
aligned curriculum materials should have a similar percentage of text dependent
questions.
As the name suggests, a text dependent question specifically asks a question that can only
be answered by referring explicitly back to the text being read. It does not rely on any
particular background information extraneous to the text nor depend on students having
other experiences or knowledge; instead it privileges the text itself and what students can
extract from what is before them.
For example, in a close analytic reading of Lincoln’s “Gettysburg Address,” the
following would not be text dependent questions:




Why did the North fight the civil war?
Have you ever been to a funeral or gravesite?
Lincoln says that the nation is dedicated to the proposition that “all men are
created equal.” Why is equality an important value to promote?

The overarching problem with these questions is that they require no familiarity at all
with Lincoln’s speech in order to answer them. Responding to these sorts of questions
instead requires students to go outside the text. Such questions can be tempting to ask
because they are likely to get students talking, but they take students away from
considering the actual point Lincoln is making. They seek to elicit a personal or general
response that relies on individual experience and opinion, and answering them will not
move students closer to understanding the text of the “Gettysburg Address.”
Good text dependent questions will often linger over specific phrases and sentences to
ensure careful comprehension of the text—they help students see something worthwhile
that they would not have seen on a more cursory reading. Typical text dependent
questions ask students to perform one or more of the following tasks:


Analyze paragraphs on a sentence by sentence basis and sentences on a word by word basis
to determine the role played by individual paragraphs, sentences, phrases, or words



Investigate how meaning can be altered by changing key words and why an author may
have chosen one word over another



Probe each argument in persuasive text, each idea in informational text, each key detail in
literary text, and observe how these build to a whole



Examine how shifts in the direction of an argument or explanation are achieved and the
impact of those shifts



Question why authors choose to begin and end when they do



Note and assess patterns of writing and what they achieve



Consider what the text leaves uncertain or unstated

Creating Text-Dependent Questions for Close Analytic Reading of Texts
An effective set of text dependent questions delves systematically into a text to guide
students in extracting the key meanings or ideas found there. They typically begin by
exploring specific words, details, and arguments and then moves on to examine the
impact of those specifics on the text as a whole. Along the way they target academic
vocabulary and specific sentence structures as critical focus points for gaining
comprehension.
While there is no set process for generating a complete and coherent body of text
dependent questions for a text, the following process is a good guide that can serve to
generate a core series of questions for close reading of any given text.
Step One: Identify the Core Understandings and Key Ideas of the Text
As in any good reverse engineering or “backwards design” process, teachers should start
by identifying the key insights they want students to understand from the text—keeping
one eye on the major points being made is crucial for fashioning an overarching set of
successful questions and critical for creating an appropriate culminating assignment.
Step Two: Start Small to Build Confidence
The opening questions should be ones that help orientate students to the text and be
sufficiently specific enough for them to answer so that they gain confidence to tackle
more difficult questions later on.
Step Three: Target Vocabulary and Text Structure
Locate key text structures and the most powerful academic words in the text that are
connected to the key ideas and understandings, and craft questions that illuminate these
connections.

Step Four: Tackle Tough Sections Head-on
Find the sections of the text that will present the greatest difficulty and craft questions
that support students in mastering these sections (these could be sections with difficult
syntax, particularly dense information, and tricky transitions or places that offer a variety
of possible inferences).
Step Five: Create Coherent Sequences of Text Dependent Questions
The sequence of questions should not be random but should build toward more coherent
understanding and analysis to ensure that students learn to stay focused on the text to
bring them to a gradual understanding of its meaning.
Step Six: Identify the Standards That Are Being Addressed
Take stock of what standards are being addressed in the series of questions and decide if
any other standards are suited to being a focus for this text (forming additional questions
that exercise those standards).
Step Seven: Create the Culminating Assessment
Develop a culminating activity around the key ideas or understandings identified earlier
that reflects (a) mastery of one or more of the standards, (b) involves writing, and (c) is
structured to be completed by students independently.

Performance Task

Grade 11 – Unit Two
Unit Overview:
The unit of study is the Bill of Rights. The essential questions are guided around strengthening students’ oral argument
skills and addressing the content question “Should the Bill of Rights apply equally, to everyone, in all situations”? The
performance task is cumulative over a four-week long unit of study. The performance task utilizes a close reading of the
first ten amendments of the Bill of Rights and modern news articles (listed below) showing the correlation between
present day events and the Bill.
TASK DETAILS:
Task Name: Argumentative Debate
Grade: 11
Subject: English
Depth of Knowledge: 4
Task Description:
After close reading and analysis of the Bill of Rights and modern day application of the amendments, students will
participate in a debate. In groups of four, students will work with a partner to take a stance on whether or not the Bill of
Rights should be applied equally, to everyone, in all situations. Students will work with partners and group members to
gather evidence, develop claims, counterclaims, and rebuttals in order to adequately argue their claims. Arguments must
include:
1. A clear stance/claim (given by teacher) on side of argument.
2. Cited relevant evidence to support claim.
4. Research from Bill of Rights and other supporting articles
5. Effectively understand and refute a counterclaim.
6. Follow the debate protocol watched in class and outlined by teacher.
7. Utilize appropriate sources.
Standards: W.11-12.1. Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive topics or texts, using valid
reasoning and relevant and sufficient evidence.
W.11-12.7. Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects to answer a question (including a self-generated
question) or solve a problem; narrow or broaden the inquiry when appropriate; synthesize multiple sources on the subject,
demonstrating understanding of the subject under investigation.
W.11-12.8. Gather relevant information from multiple authoritative print and digital sources, using advanced searches
effectively; assess the strengths and limitations of each source in terms of the task, purpose, and audience; integrate
information into the text selectively to maintain the flow of ideas, avoiding plagiarism and overreliance on any one source
and following a standard format for citation.
W.11-12.9. Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and research.
SL.11-12.1. Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacherled) with diverse partners on grades 11–12 topics, texts, and issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own
clearly and persuasively

SL.11-12.3. Evaluate a speaker’s point of view, reasoning, and use of evidence and rhetoric, assessing the stance,
premises, links among ideas, word choice, points of emphasis, and tone used.
SL.11-12.4. Present information, findings, and supporting evidence, conveying a clear and distinct perspective, such that
listeners can follow the line of reasoning, alternative or opposing perspectives are addressed, and the organization,
development, substance, and style are appropriate to purpose, audience, and a range of formal and informal tasks.
L.11-12.4. Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grades 11–
12 reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range of strategies
RI.11-12.1. Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as
inferences drawn from the text, including determining where the text leaves matters uncertain.
RI.11-12.3. Analyze a complex set of ideas or sequence of events and explain how specific individuals, ideas, or events
interact and develop over the course of the text.
RI.11-12.4. Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including figurative, connotative, and
technical meanings; analyze how an author uses and refines the meaning of a key term or terms over the course of a text
(e.g., how Madison defines faction in Federalist No. 10).
RI.11-12.8. Delineate and evaluate the reasoning in seminal U.S. texts, including the application of constitutional
principles and use of legal reasoning (e.g., in U.S. Supreme Court majority opinions and dissents) and the premises,
purposes, and arguments in works of public advocacy (e.g., The Federalist, presidential addresses).
RI.11-12.9. Analyze seventeenth-, eighteenth-, and nineteenth-century foundational U.S. documents of historical and
literary significance (including The Declaration of Independence, the Preamble to the Constitution, the Bill of Rights, and
Lincoln’s Second Inaugural Address) for their themes, purposes, and rhetorical features.

Materials Needed:
Bustillo, M., Banjo, S., & Audi, T. (2012, July 21). Theater Rampage Jolts Nation. The Wall Street Journal. Retrieved from
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444464304577538292604705890.html
Gun Control Doesn’t Reduce Crime, Violence, Say Studies. (2004, December 30). WND. Retrieved from
http://www.wnd.com/2004/12/28253/
Guns and Gun Control. The New York Times. Retrieved from
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/subjects/g/gun_control/index.html

Schmadeke, S., Walberg, M., & Grimm, A. (2012, August 1). Peterson judge halts testimony after defense seeks mistrial.
The Chicago Tribune. Retrieved from http://articles.chicagotribune.com/2012-08-01/news/ct-met-drew-petersontrial-0802-20120802_1_drew-peterson-murder-peterson-case-new-jury
U.S. Const. amend. I-X.
U.S. Gun Laws: A History. (2008, June 26). National Public Radio. Retrieved from
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=91942478
Voccio, C. (2012, August 1). Right to keep and bear arms helps limit government. TaftMidwayDriller.com. Retrieved from
http://www.taftmidwaydriller.com/article/20120731/NEWS/120739975
When GPS Tracking Violates Privacy Rights. (2012, September 22). The New York Times. Retrieved from
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/09/23/opinion/sunday/when-gps-tracking-violates-privacy-rights.html?_r=0
Winkler, A. (2011, September). The Secret History of Guns. The Atlantic. Retrieved from
http://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2011/09/the-secret-history-of-guns/8608/

Rubric for Grading

Ideas
The meaning
and
development of
my writing

Organization
The internal
structure of my
piece

1
2
3
4
Experimenting
Developing
Effective
Strong
I name my claim but don’t I introduce my claim but
I introduce my claims
I introduce my claims
explain it in great detail.
don’t recognize alternate or clearly and recognize
clearly and provoke my
opposing claims.
alternate or opposing
reader, and address
claims.
and refute alternate or
I develop my claim with a
opposing claims.
few relevant, accurate
I develop my claim with
facts, details, definitions, some relevant, accurate
I develop my claims with
quotes, and examples.
facts, details, definitions, relevant, accurate facts, I consistently develop
quotes, and examples.
details, definitions,
my claims with
quotes, and examples. relevant, accurate
facts, details,
definitions, citations,
and examples.

I state my claim, but I’m
not sure if my reasons
support my claim or are
accurate.

I support my claim with
reasons and evidence,
but I’m not sure if they
support my claim or if my
sources are accurate.

My argument is one, long
rant.
I use a few pieces of
evidence, but my writing
I conclude with a
is still disorganized.
statement or a section
that renames my claim
I conclude with a
but doesn’t support what statement or a section
I’ve presented.
that partially supports
what I’ve just presented.

I support my claims
with logical reasoning
and relevant evidence
using accurate,
credible sources.

I consistently support
my claims with logical
reasoning and
relevant evidence
using accurate,
credible sources.

I use complete ideas
to support and
I use cited evidence
organize my argument. and complete ideas
to organize my
I conclude with a
argument and
statement or a section enhance my claim.
that supports what I’ve
just presented.
I conclude with a
thought-provoking
statement or a
section that supports
what I’ve just
presented.
Word Choice
I use words to connect my I use words to connect the I use words, phrases,
I use words, phrases,
The specific
claim, reasons, and
relationships among my
and clauses to connect and clauses to connect
vocabulary I use evidence.
claim, reasons, and
and clarify the
and clarify the
to convey
evidence.
relationships among my relationships among
meaning
claim(s), counterclaims, my claim(s),
I am not sure which
words and vocabulary to Sometimes I use precise reasons, and evidence. counterclaims,
reasons, and evidence.
use to explain my topic.
language and topicspecific vocabulary to
I use precise language
explain my topic.
and topic-specific
I masterfully use
vocabulary to explain
precise language and
my topic.
topic-specific
vocabulary to explain
my topic.
Voice
I might have a purpose
I set a purpose for my
I set a purpose for my I powerfully link my
The way my
for my writing, but I
writing, but I’m either not writing and try to
purpose to my
writing brings
haven’t made it clear. I
sure about it or not
consider my audience. audience, and take
the topic to life
don’t feel that the topic is interested in it. I don’t feel My writing stays on
appropriate risks
really mine, so I
that the topic is really
topic and is pleasing,
while focusing on my

Sentence
Fluency
The way my
words and
phrases flow
throughout the
text
Conventions
The mechanical
correctness of
my piece
Presentation
The overall
debate.

“wander,” never take
risks, or think about my
audience.
I use a lot of chopped
phrases and fragments,
and many of my
sentences sound the
same.

mine, so I rarely take
risks or think about my
audience.
I use phrases and
fragments more than
sentences, and some of
my sentences sound the
same.

and I take a few risks.

topic.

I use different kinds of
sentences, and my
argument is easy to
follow.

I use a rich variety of
sentence structures
that make my
argument pleasant to
listen to and
understand.

I “use but confuse”
grammar, and present
my argument informally.

I make a lot of errors in
grammar.

I make a few errors in
grammar, and make
some formal verbal
errors.

My debate makes few (or
no) attempts to follow
argument protocols
reviewed in class.

My debate is somewhat
understandable because
I make some attempts to
utilize argument protocols
reviewed in class.

My debate is mostly
understandable with
appropriate claim,
evidence, and
counterclaims
addressed.

I make no errors in
grammar, and
present my argument
in a formal, logical
manner..
My debate is
consistent and
uniform with a solid
understanding of
argumentative
protocols addressed
in class.

Overall Assessment Structure
Introduction to the topic, big



Pre-assessment

ideas, core strategies and



Vetting sources

expectations



Close reading strategies



Daily Do Nows/Quick writes

Developing Speaking and



Class discussions

Listening Skills: Discussion Task



Small group discussions

Building Reading



Close reading of Bill of Rights

Comprehension



Non-fiction readings



Journals



Understanding main idea



Connecting articles to amendments



Choosing relevant evidence



Paraphrasing and analyzing evidence from sources

Whole Class or Individualized



Argumentative debate

Projects



Reflection

Reading Comprehension Tasks

Appendix
Unit Adapted forDate:
Frederick Douglass Academy II 2012-13 Unit Plan Template

Frederick Douglass Academy II 2012-13 Unit Plan Template
Teacher: Lee
Grade Level: 11
UNIT TITLE:
Unit Length
Essential Questions

Enduring
Understandings

Resources
Informational
Texts/Works of
Art/Primary
Sources

Term: 1

Subject/Course: ELA
Marking Period: 2

45 minutes x 25 periods (approx. 6 weeks)
EQA: Should the Bill of Rights apply to everyone, equally, in all situations?
EQB: How do writers and readers gather relevant information from multiple authoritative print and digital
sources to support arguments?
EQC: How do speakers initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions and oral
debates?
EUA: The Bill of Rights written in 1789 is the basic rights for the American people over 200 years later. The
question of their effectiveness and application to every situation is debatable.
EUB: The effectiveness of gathering relevant information as evidence relies on the strength of a variety of
sources including print and digital media means.
EUC: To access a deeper oral debate to create meaning from complex texts, speakers can question and
participate in collaborative discussions to formulate opinions and ideas.
Bill of Rights (first ten amendments),
Print Texts:
Bustillo, M., Banjo, S., & Audi, T. (2012, July 21). Theater Rampage Jolts Nation. The Wall Street Journal.
Retrieved from
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444464304577538292604705890.html
Gun Control Doesn’t Reduce Crime, Violence, Say Studies. (2004, December 30). WND. Retrieved from
http://www.wnd.com/2004/12/28253/
Guns and Gun Control. The New York Times. Retrieved from
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/subjects/g/gun_control/index.html
Schmadeke, S., Walberg, M., & Grimm, A. (2012, August 1). Peterson judge halts testimony after defense
seeks mistrial. The Chicago Tribune. Retrieved from http://articles.chicagotribune.com/2012-0801/news/ct-met-drew-peterson-trial-0802-20120802_1_drew-peterson-murder-peterson-case-newjury
U.S. Const. amend. I-X.
U.S. Gun Laws: A History. (2008, June 26). National Public Radio. Retrieved from
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=91942478
Voccio, C. (2012, August 1). Right to keep and bear arms helps limit government. TaftMidwayDriller.com.
Retrieved from http://www.taftmidwaydriller.com/article/20120731/NEWS/120739975
When GPS Tracking Violates Privacy Rights. (2012, September 22). The New York Times. Retrieved from
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/09/23/opinion/sunday/when-gps-tracking-violates-privacyrights.html?_r=0
Winkler, A. (2011, September). The Secret History of Guns. The Atlantic. Retrieved from
http://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2011/09/the-secret-history-of-guns/8608/

Internet Videos:
Rapper Ice-T on Guns and the 2nd Amendment - GUN CONTROL ICE T 2012 [video file]. Retrieved from
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jPMfWqLhFGU&feature=fvwrel

Aurora Colorado Shooting And Gun Control (The Point - Full Episode) [video file]. Retrieved from
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=akAWkFWiRa4
GUN CONTROL 2012_ OBAMA vs ROMNEY [video file]. Retrieved from
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GwXrVzsBeJM&feature=related
Sample Debate Video [video file]. Retrieved from http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mi_CSGZqOCM
ACADEMIC VOCABULARY
Tier II Words

Subject-Area Based

Relevant (relevance)
Significant (significance)
Evaluate (evaluation, reevaluate, evaluative)

STANDARDS
CCLS/NYSS
Reference
Number

CCLS/NYSS
Code

1

RI.11-12.1

2

RI.11-12.9

3

W.11-12.1

4

SL.11-12.1

5

SL.11-12.4

Argumentative
Claim
Evidence
Rights
Freedoms
Responsibility

Standard
Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as
well as inferences drawn from the text, including determining where the text leaves matters
uncertain.
Analyze seventeenth-, eighteenth-, and nineteenth-century foundational U.S. documents of
historical and literary significance (including The Declaration of Independence, the Preamble to the
Constitution, the Bill of Rights, and Lincoln’s Second Inaugural Address) for their themes, purposes,
and rhetorical features
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive topics or texts, using valid
reasoning and relevant and sufficient evidence.
Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups,
and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grades 11–12 topics, texts, and issues, building on
others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly and persuasively.
Present information, findings, and supporting evidence, conveying a clear and distinct perspective,
such that listeners can follow the line of reasoning, alternative or opposing perspectives are
addressed, and the organization, development, substance, and style are appropriate to purpose,
audience, and a range of formal and informal tasks.

LEARNING TARGETS
CCLS/NYSS
Reference Number
1

Learning Target
Reference Number
1a

2

1b
2a

3

2b
3a

Learning Target
I can interpret how textual evidence supports whether or not the 10
amendments are applicable to modern day situations.
I can evaluate textual evidence and properly cite the strongest using MLA format.
I can annotate the text to determine what parts are confusing or difficult to me
and why.
I can clarify the meaning of seminal documents in relation to present day society.
I can craft an effective thesis statement that takes a stance whether the Bill of
Rights should be used equally in all situations.

4

3b

I can organize and explain strong textual evidence that supports my claim in a
way that makes my ideas easy for the reader to understand.

3b

I can acknowledge and elaborate on a counterclaim to my argument, providing
sufficient information about the other side of my claim.
I can come prepared to discussions, having read and researched the materials
under study.
I can successfully follow the guidelines or group, individual, and teacher led
discussions.

4a
4b

5

5a

I can utilize debate protocols to effectively relay my claim and evidence in a clear
and coherent manner.

5b

I can consult various reference tools when interacting and participating in sharing
my point of view.

ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES AND EVIDENCE
Assessment
Description
Type
Pre-Assessment Reading: First Amendment breakdown/cloze reading.
Writing: Should the first amendment rights of Julian Assange be
honored? Use evidence to support claim. What are opposing views
and reasons for them?
Formative
Cloze readings of amendments for clarity.
Assessment

Formative
Assessment
Formative
Assessment
Formative
Assessment
Formative
Assessment
Performance
Task

Connection between amendments and contemporary situations.

3b
2a, 2b, 5b

Strategic thinking
Recall
Basic application of
skills/knowledge
Strategic thinking

Socratic seminar style discussions

All

Rough draft of performance task

1a, 1b, 3a, 3b,
4a, 4b, 5b
All

Learning Activities
Ways the student will practice and
apply the new learning of the unit,
including student investigations
Quick writes
Debate note cards
Cloze readings of amendments



Basic application of
skills/knowledge

Weekly Reading HW

Verbal Debate: Should the Bill of Rights apply equally, to everyone,
in all situations?

Annotating texts
Analyzing information
Identifying parts of an
argument
Cloze activities for information

Brainstorming
Discussions (student and teacher led)

Paraphrasing/Summarizing of texts
Revision activities
Peer Editing

DOK Level

1a, 1b, 5a

1a, 2a, 2b, 3a,
3b, 5b
2a, 2b, 4a

INSTRUCTION
Teaching Strategies
Instructional practices used to deliver the
content and skills of the unit, including
explicit teaching (See DOE exemplar
units)
Quick Write Do Nows
Informational or debatable Mini Lessons
Verbal debate format
Reading for meaning:




Alignment

Extended thinking

Instructional Supports for ELLs
Practices to accelerate ELLs academic
achievement through writing, word study,
native language, and lesson scaffolding (See
DOE resource on strategies in ELA and math)
Activate prior knowledge through:






Graphic Organizers
Pictures
“buddy” work
Bilingual dictionaries
Leveled vocabulary

Grade 11 – Unit Two
Unit Overview:
The unit of study is the Bill of Rights. The essential questions are guided around strengthening students’ oral argument skills and
addressing the content question “Should the Bill of Rights apply equally, to everyone, in all situations”? The performance task is
cumulative over a four-week long unit of study. The performance task utilizes a close reading of the first ten amendments of the Bill
of Rights and present-day news articles (listed below) showing the correlation between present day events and the Bill.
TASK DETAILS:
Task Name: Argumentative Debate
Grade: 11
Subject: English
Depth of Knowledge: 4
Task Description:
After close reading and analysis of the Bill of Rights and modern day application of the amendments, students will participate in a
debate. In groups of four, students will work with a partner to take a stance on whether or not the Bill of Rights should be applied
equally, to everyone, in all situations. Students will work with partners and group members to gather evidence, develop claims,
counterclaims, and rebuttals in order to adequately argue their claims. Arguments must include:
1. A clear stance/claim (given by teacher) on side of argument.
2. Cited relevant evidence to support claim.
4. Research from Bill of Rights and other supporting articles
5. Effectively understand and refute a counterclaim.
6. Follow the debate protocol watched in class and outlined by teacher.
7. Utilize appropriate sources.

Standards:
W.11-12.1. Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and relevant and
sufficient evidence.
W.11-12.9. Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and research.
SL.11-12.1. Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with
diverse partners on grades 11–12 topics, texts, and issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly and
persuasively
SL.11-12.4. Present information, findings, and supporting evidence, conveying a clear and distinct perspective, such that listeners
can follow the line of reasoning, alternative or opposing perspectives are addressed, and the organization, development, substance,
and style are appropriate to purpose, audience, and a range of formal and informal tasks.
RI.11-12.1. Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn
from the text, including determining where the text leaves matters uncertain.

RI.11-12.9. Analyze seventeenth-, eighteenth-, and nineteenth-century foundational U.S. documents of historical and literary
significance (including The Declaration of Independence, the Preamble to the Constitution, the Bill of Rights, and Lincoln’s Second
Inaugural Address) for their themes, purposes, and rhetorical features.

Materials Needed:
Bustillo, M., Banjo, S., & Audi, T. (2012, July 21). Theater Rampage Jolts Nation. The Wall Street Journal. Retrieved from
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444464304577538292604705890.html
Gun Control Doesn’t Reduce Crime, Violence, Say Studies. (2004, December 30). WND. Retrieved from
http://www.wnd.com/2004/12/28253/
Guns and Gun Control. The New York Times. Retrieved from
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/subjects/g/gun_control/index.html
Schmadeke, S., Walberg, M., & Grimm, A. (2012, August 1). Peterson judge halts testimony after defense seeks mistrial. The Chicago
Tribune. Retrieved from http://articles.chicagotribune.com/2012-08-01/news/ct-met-drew-peterson-trial-080220120802_1_drew-peterson-murder-peterson-case-new-jury
U.S. Const. amend. I-X.
U.S. Gun Laws: A History. (2008, June 26). National Public Radio. Retrieved from
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=91942478
Voccio, C. (2012, August 1). Right to keep and bear arms helps limit government. TaftMidwayDriller.com. Retrieved from
http://www.taftmidwaydriller.com/article/20120731/NEWS/120739975
When GPS Tracking Violates Privacy Rights. (2012, September 22). The New York Times. Retrieved from
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/09/23/opinion/sunday/when-gps-tracking-violates-privacy-rights.html?_r=0
Winkler, A. (2011, September). The Secret History of Guns. The Atlantic. Retrieved from
http://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2011/09/the-secret-history-of-guns/8608/

Rubric for Grading:

Ideas
The meaning
and
development
of my writing

1
Experimenting
 I name my
claim but
don’t explain
it in great
detail.
 I develop my
claim with a
few relevant,
accurate
facts, details,
definitions,
quotes, and
examples.

2
Developing
 I introduce my claim
but don’t recognize
alternate or opposing
claims.
 I develop my claim with
some relevant,
accurate facts,
details, definitions,
quotes, and
examples.

3
Effective
 I introduce my
claims clearly
and recognize
alternate or
opposing
claims.
 I develop my
claims with
relevant,
accurate facts,
details,
definitions,
quotes, and
examples.

4
Strong
 I introduce my
claims clearly
and provoke
my reader,
and address
and refute
alternate or
opposing
claims.
 I consistently
develop my
claims with
relevant,
accurate facts,
details,
definitions,
citations, and
examples.

Organization
The internal
structure of my
piece

 I state my
claim, but
I’m not sure
if my
reasons
support my
claim or are
accurate.
 My argument
is one, long
rant.
 I conclude
with a
statement
or a section
that
renames my
claim but
doesn’t
support
what I’ve
presented.

 I support my claim
with reasons and
evidence, but I’m
not sure if they
support my claim or
if my sources are
accurate.
 I use a few pieces of
evidence, but my
writing is still
disorganized.
 I conclude with a
statement or a
section that partially
supports what I’ve
just presented.

 I support my
claims with
logical
reasoning and
relevant
evidence
using
accurate,
credible
sources.
 I use complete
ideas to
support and
organize my
argument.
 I conclude with
a statement or
a section that
supports what
I’ve just
presented.

Word Choice
The specific
vocabulary I
use to convey
meaning

 I use words to
connect my
claim,
reasons, and
evidence.

 I use words to connect
the relationships
among my claim,
reasons, and
evidence.

 I am not sure
which words
and
vocabulary
to use to
explain my
topic.

 Sometimes I use
precise language
and topic-specific
vocabulary to
explain my topic.

 I use words,
phrases, and
clauses to
connect and
clarify the
relationships
among my
claim(s),
counterclaims,
reasons, and
evidence.

 I might have
a purpose
for my
writing, but I
haven’t
made it
clear. I don’t
feel that the
topic is
really mine,
so I
“wander,”

 I set a purpose for
my writing, but I’m
either not sure
about it or not
interested in it. I
don’t feel that the
topic is really mine,
so I rarely take risks
or think about my
audience.

Voice
The way my
writing brings
the topic to life

 I consistently
support my
claims with
logical
reasoning
and relevant
evidence
using
accurate,
credible
sources.
 I use cited
evidence and
complete
ideas to
organize my
argument
and enhance
my claim.
 I conclude
with a
thoughtprovoking
statement or
a section that
supports
what I’ve just
presented.
 I use words,
phrases, and
clauses to
connect and
clarify the
relationships
among my
claim(s),
counterclaims,
reasons, and
evidence.

 I use precise
language and
topic-specific
vocabulary to
explain my
topic.

 I masterfully
use precise
language
and topicspecific
vocabulary to
explain my
topic.

 I set a purpose
for my writing
and try to
consider my
audience. My
writing stays
on topic and is
pleasing, and
I take a few
risks.

 I powerfully
link my
purpose to
my audience,
and take
appropriate
risks while
focusing on
my topic.

Sentence
Fluency
The way my
words and
phrases flow
throughout the
text

Conventions
The
mechanical
correctness of
my piece

Presentation
The overall
debate.

never take
risks, or
think about
my
audience.
 I use a lot of
chopped
phrases and
fragments,
and many of
my
sentences
sound the
same.
 I “use but
confuse”
grammar,
and present
my
argument
informally.
 My debate
makes few
(or no)
attempts to
follow
argument
protocols
reviewed in
class.



I use phrases and
fragments more than
sentences, and some
of my sentences
sound the same.

 I make a lot of errors
in grammar.



My debate is
somewhat
understandable
because I make
some attempts to
utilize argument
protocols reviewed in
class.

 I use different
kinds of
sentences,
and my
argument is
easy to follow.

 I make a few
errors in
grammar, and
make some
formal verbal
errors..


My debate is
mostly
understandable
with
appropriate
claim,
evidence, and
counterclaims
addressed.

 I use a rich
variety of
sentence
structures
that make
my argument
pleasant to
listen to and
understand.
 I make no
errors in
grammar,
and present
my argument
in a formal,
logical
manner..
 My debate is
consistent
and uniform
with a solid
understanding
of
argumentative
protocols
addressed in
class.

November

Monday

5
Preamble to Bill of
Rights: What does it
say?
10 Amendments
Jigsaw
12

No School

19
Gather evidence for
debate. Read
through all the
articles/10
Amendments and
form three main
evidence points for
debate.
26
Ms. Lee PD: Regents
prep?

Tuesday

6

No Students

Wednesday

7
10 Amendments
Jigsaw and gallery
walk

Thursday

Friday

1
1st Amendment
close reading.
What is a right?

2
Pre-assessment

8
Watch debate to
analyze format.
Rubric for speakers.
Performance task
revisited.
15
Class
discussion/charting
of evidence for both
sides of debate.

9
Address EQA: Read
article about cell
phones/4th
amendment

13
Small group read of
5 articles addressing
5 amendments. GO
to support both
sides of debate EQ

14
Continue to work in
groups. Present
evidence to class.

20
Strengthen
evidence for
debate. Work in
partners.

21
Rebuttals. Identify
points of opposing
side’s
counterclaims.
Address with
rebuttal.

22
Closing arguments.
Work with partner
to compose and
strengthen to
complete debate
and sway listeners.

16
Assign partners and
claim for argument.
Work with partners
to establish a strong
opening statement
for debate.
23
Work period.
Create 6 note cards
with debate points,
evidence, and
highlights for
debate.

27
Align debate to
rubric. Peer
edit/revise debates.

28
Work period.
Practice speaking
skills, finalize
debate to present
next week.

29

30

No School

No School

December

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

3
Debate Day #1:
Three groups
debate. Whole
class uses rubric to
grade debaters and
choose a victor.

4
Debate Day #2:
Same

5
Reflection: What
did we learn about
debate/Bill of
Rights? Were we
swayed by our
peers? Why or why
not? Has our views
changed?
12
Regents Prep: Part
III: Short Response

6
Compose a class Bill
of Rights for FDA II:
Can this be
applicable in all
situations, equally?
Class discussion.

7
Post-Assessment:
SAT format writing
centered around EQ

13
Regents Prep: Part
IV: Critical Lens

14
Regents Prep:
Review parts of
exam. (Make-up
Day)

19
Same as 18th

20
Critical Lens writing
outline. Grade CL
using rubric. Use
sentence starters to
write own CL.

21
CL continuation.
HW: Regents exam.

24

18
Short Response
Writing Practice.
Use sentence
starters. Grade
sample answers.
Rewrite own.
25

26

27

28

No School

No School

No School

No School

No School

10
11
Regents Prep: Part I: Regents Prep: Part
Listening Section
II: Multiple Choice

17
Ms. Lee Common
Core PD

